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a b s t r a c t

Most microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) contain only a single set of electrodes. In order to

examine the scalability of a multiple-electrode design, we constructed a 2.5 L MEC con-

taining 8 separate electrode pairs made of graphite fiber brush anodes pre-acclimated for

current generation using acetate, and 304 stainless steel mesh cathodes (64 m2/m3). Under

continuous flow conditions and a one day hydraulic retention time, the maximum current

was 181 mA (1.18 A/m2, cathode surface area; 74 A/m3) within three days of operation. The

maximum hydrogen production (day 3) was 0.53 L/L-d, reaching an energy efficiency

relative to electrical energy input of hE ¼ 144%. Current production remained relatively

steady (days 3e18), but the gas composition dramatically shifted over time. By day 16, there

was little H2 gas recovered and methane production increased from 0.049 L/L-d (day 3) to

0.118 L/L-d. When considering the energy value of both hydrogen and methane, efficiency

relative to electrical input remained above 100% until near the end of the experiment (day

17) when only methane gas was being produced. Our results show that MECs can be scaled

up primarily based on cathode surface area, but that hydrogen can be completely

consumed in a continuous flow system unless methanogens can be completely eliminated

from the system.

ª 2010 Professor T. Nejat Veziroglu. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction [2], stainless steel and nickel alloys [3,4], graphite granules [5],
A microbial electrolysis cell (MEC) is a promising new tech-

nology for biohydrogen production based on electrohydro-

genesis [1]. In an MEC exoelectrogenic microbes on the anode

oxidize organic or inorganic matter to produce protons and

electrons. Electrons travel from the anode to the cathode

where they reduce substrate protons from the reactor solu-

tion, producing hydrogen gas. For hydrogen production to

occur at the cathode, a small voltage must be added to the

system to make hydrogen evolution thermodynamically

favorable.

MECs examined in laboratory tests have used electrodes

constructed from a variety of materials, including carbon felt
8.
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graphite rods [6,7], and graphite fibers [8]. Pt is used in many

MECs on the cathode to catalyze hydrogen evolution [9e15],

but precious metals are expensive and other metals can be

used that achieve similar performance [3e5,8,16]. Stainless

steel shows good promise as a cathode material [3,4,16]. A

current density of 188 A/m3 was achieved at an applied

voltage of 0.6 V using a high surface area stainless steel brush

cathode and a graphite fiber brush anode [4]. One limitation of

the cathodic brush architecture is that there can be gas holdup

in the bristles. Stainless steel mesh is an alternative structure

for achieving higher surface areas than those of flat surfaces

[16]. Recent studies have shown that mesh size 60 stainless

steel outperforms several other steel mesh types in terms of
ublished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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current density, maximum volumetric hydrogen production

rate, and hydrogen recovery [16].

Practical applications of MECs will require the use of

multiple-electrode systems operated under continuous flow

conditions. However, all MECs tested so far had only a single

anode and cathode in relatively small reactors, with highly

variable specific surface areas of electrodes (surface area of

the electrode per volume of reactor). It is important to study

the performance of reactors with multiple-electrode systems

in order to better understand factors that affect scalability,

such as variability in current among electrodes. Larger

reactors will require high electrode specific surface areas in

order to increase volumetric current densities. Larger elec-

trode designs investigated in microbial fuel cells (MFCs)

[17,18] have shown the importance of electrode spacing and

specific surface area as the system size was increased. A

0.52 L MFC containing a single large carbon cloth anode

(146 m2/m3) and air cathode (31 m2/m3) produced 16 W/m3

reactor volume, which was slightly higher than the power

density produced in a 28 mL two-electrode MFC (14 W/m3)

with the same materials (both electrodes at 25 m2/m3) [17].

The increase in power density with scaling was attributed to

slightly lower electrode spacing (2.6 cm versus 4 cm) as well

as the much higher anode surface area per reactor volume. A

1.5 L MFC with the electrodes on either side of a cation

exchange membrane (21 m2/m3) produced 2.0 W/m3 [18]. This

was higher than that produced by a 0.45 L MFC with the same

materials due to the higher specific surface area of the

electrodes (6.0 m2/m3) [18]. When carbon cloth electrodes

were placed on either side of a cloth separator, and the

electrode surface area was increased to 233 m2/m3 (per

electrode), power was increased to 0.30 kW/m3 [19]. Adding

a second electrode assembly (560 m2/m3 per electrode)

increased the power density to 1.01 kW/m3 under continuous

flow conditions [19]. These studies show that power

increases in proportion to specific surface area and inversely

with electrode spacing. However, the effect of multiple

electrodes has not been well examined. In one MFC study

multiple electrodes were used (136 m2/m3), but the volu-

metric power density was low due to the use of cation

exchange membranes [20]. Findings relative to scale-up for

MFCs may not be directly applied to MECs as the operational

conditions of these two systems can be quite different due to

the need to provide oxygen at the cathode in an MFC.

Only a few MEC studies have been conducted under

continuous flow conditions and all of the reactors examined

have been relatively small in volume (<0.3 L) with only a single

pair of electrodes. A continuous flow, two chamber, acetate-

fed MEC with 0.26 L of reactor volume and graphite granule

electrodes produced a maximum volumetric current density

of 211 � 10 A/m3 [5]. A continuous flow, upflow, single

chamber, acetate-fed MEC with 0.145 L of reactor volume

produced a maximum volumetric current density of

1630 � 50 A/m3 using bundles of graphite fibers as electrodes

[8]. A third continuous flow MEC fed acetate with a 0.05 L

anode chamber volume and a gas collection cathode chamber

produced a maximum current density of 4.7 A/m2 [21].

In order to better understand factors that affect MEC

performance as reactors are scaled up on size, we examined

the use of a larger reactor (2.5 L) with multiple electrodes
under continuous flow conditions. The reactor contained

eight electrode pairs that were individually monitored for

current production. Reactor performance was evaluated on

the basis of gas production, gas composition, current gener-

ation, and acetate removal based on chemical oxygen demand

(COD). Stainless steelmeshwas used for the cathode due to its

good performance for hydrogen evolution, high surface area,

low cost, and availability.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Reactor set-up

The MEC was made of polycarbonate, with inner dimensions

of 26.7 cm � 11.5 cm � 8.8 cm (2.7 L, empty bed volume). The

anodes were eight ammonia treated [22] graphite brushes

(60 mm diameter � 70 mm length; fiber type: PANEX 35 50K,

ZOLTEK) with the fibers removed on one side to form half

cylinders. Eight separate cathodes were made by cutting

a stainless steel 304 mesh sheet (mesh size #60, McMaster-

Carr, Ohio) into 8.5 cm� 9 cm sections and folding them along

their width every 1 cm in an accordion-like fashion (Fig. 1) to

increase total surface area. Eight was selected as the number

of electrode pairs because this was the highest number of

electrode pairs, using the chosen electrode materials, that

could fit in the reactor. The cathodes were connected to the

circuit by a piece of 0.20 cm diameter titanium wire (McMas-

ter-Carr, Grade 2, Part #90455K55) intertwined through two

holes drilled through them, with the wire glued to the top of

the reactor.

The actual cathode surface area (0.153 m2) was calculated

from the cross-sectional projected area (0.061 m2) based on

mesh size, wire diameter and pore size [16]. This produced

a cathode specific surface area of 64 m2/m3 (actual area per

liquid volume). Four separators were placed between each of

the pairs of electrodes to prevent contact between anodes and

cathodes. Each separator was 7.5 cm � 11 cm, with 96 holes

each 7 mm in diameter. Separators were secured to the cores

of the anode brushes using plastic twist ties. The distance

between the edges of adjacent cathodes was w1.4 cm, while

anode brushes overlapped slightly with each other. The

distance between the centers of adjacent electrodes was

w5.7 cm for both anodes and cathodes. The distance between

the centers of an electrode pair and the next electrode pair

was w6.0 cm for both anodes and cathodes.

A voltage of 0.9 V was applied across each double pair of

electrodes using four separate power sources (model 3645A;

Circuit Specialists, Inc.). Each power source had two positive

leads and two negative leads. The positive lead of the power

source was connected to the anode, and the negative lead

was serially connected to a 10 U resistor and the cathode

(Fig. 2). The voltage drop across the resistor was measured

using a multimeter (model 2700; Keithley Instruments, Inc.),

with current calculated using Ohm’s law (I ¼ V/R), where

V was the voltage drop measured across the resistor

(R ¼ 10 U).

Gas produced in the reactor was collected from two tubes

(1.6 cm inner diameter, headspace volume of 15 mL per tube)

glued to the top of the reactor above two openings 1.6 cm in

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2010.06.033
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Fig. 1 e (A) Schematic (top view) and (B) photograph of the 2.5 L scale-up continuous flow microbial electrolysis cell

containing 8 half graphite fiber brush anodes and 8 stainless steel mesh cathodes: (a) gas bags, (b) power sources, (c) fluid

pump, and (d) substrate feed tank.
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diameter (Fig. 2). The top of the tube was sealed with a butyl

rubber stopper and an aluminum crimp top. Gas was collected

in 0.5 or 1 L gas bags (Cali-5-Bond, Calibrated Instruments Inc.)

and analyzed daily for composition. Following analysis, the

bags were emptied by vacuum, inflated with UHP nitrogen

(99.998%), and then emptied again before being reattached to

the gas collection tubes.

2.2. MEC inoculation and operation

Anodes were inoculated with bacteria in the effluent of an

acetic acid-fed MFC (1:1 ratio of inoculum to media). The

medium contained 1 g/L acetic acid, a 50mMphosphate buffer

solution (0.31 g/L NH4Cl, 2.45 g/L NaH2PO4∙H20, 4.58 g/L

Na2HPO4, and 0.13 g/L KCl), and trace vitamins and minerals

[22]. Brush anodeswere first operated in individual bottle-type

MFCs (w325 mL) [23]. The MFC cathode (7 cm2) was wet-

proofed (30%) carbon cloth (type B; E-TEK) containing a plat-

inum (Pt) catalyst (0.5 mg/cm2). After the first cycle the

inoculum was omitted and MFCs were fed only substrate-

buffer solution. After reactors gave reproducible maximum

voltages for at least 3 batch cycles, the anodes were consid-

ered acclimated and were placed in the MEC reactor.

The MEC was operated with continuous substrate flow at

a hydraulic retention time of one day (flowrate of 1.67mL/min)

using a pump (Cole Palmer, Masterflex Easy-Load,Model 7518-

10) and Precision Tygon� LFL tubing (Masterflex, EW-06429-

14A). The liquid volume was controlled at w2.4 L to allow

a headspace in the reactor for collection and analysis in the

tubes. A stir bar was added to the reactor at day 16 to examine

effects of mixing on current and gas production.

2.3. Gas analysis

Gas samples (250 mL) were taken using a gastight syringe

(250 mL, Hamilton Samplelock Syringe), and analyzed using

two gas chromatographs (GCs). H2, N2 and CH4 were analyzed

with one GC (argon carrier gas; model 2610B; SRI Instru-

ments), while CO2 was analyzed with the other GC (helium

carrier gas; model 310; SRI Instruments). Because N2 served
as a dilution gas, it was removed from the calculations in

order to find the concentrations of H2, CH4 and CO2 produced

in the system.
2.4. Gas quantification

Gas production was quantified by the nitrogen addition

method [24]. For this method, once the gas composition in the

bag was measured, a known volume of nitrogen standard was

added to the gas bag using a syringe (60 mL, BD Medical).

Enough nitrogen (50e100 mL) was added to produce an

appreciable area change in the GC peaks. Following nitrogen

gas addition, the gas bag composition was analyzed again to

establish the percentage of gas bag volume that was nitrogen

before and after nitrogen addition. From these data the volume

of the gas bag was calculated from a mass balance [24].
2.5. Calculations

Reactor performance was evaluated as previously described

[25] except as noted. Coulombic efficiency (CE) (%) was calcu-

lated on the basis of measured current compared to the

substrate removed (based on COD). Volumetric hydrogen

production rate (Q) (m3H2/m
3/d)was normalized to the reactor

liquid volume. The volumetric current density (IV) (A/m
3) was

an average based on current production over a 24 h period and

the liquid volume. Energy recovery was calculated from the

Gibbs free energyof hydrogen (WH2 ¼ nH2 � DGH2 ) andmethane

(WCH4 ¼ nCH4 � DGCH4 ), where DGH2 ¼ �237.1 kJ/mol and

DGCH4 ¼ �890.4 kJ/mol (oxidation by oxygen to water). The

energy efficiency relative to electrical input (hE) (%) was the

ratio of energy content produced (as either hydrogen or both

hydrogen and methane) to the electrical energy added. The

energy efficiency relative to substrate input (hS) (%) was the

ratio of energy content produced (as either hydrogen or both

hydrogen andmethane) to the substrate energy (�872.9 kJ/mol

for acetic acid) added. The overall energy recovery based on

both electric and substrate input (hEþS) (%) took into account

both electric and substrate energy inputs.
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Fig. 2 e Daily average current through the 8 electrode pairs

and COD removal from the influent substrate (1.1 g/L COD).

Standard deviation was calculated from the averages of the

eight different electrode pairs for each day (n [ 8). Current

increased slightly at day 16 upon the addition of a stir bar

to the reactor.
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production over the 18 days of the experiment.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Current production

Once peak current was achieved (w3 days), the current was

relatively constant and in the range of 17e25mA per electrode

pair over 18 days,with anaverage current of 22� 1mA through

each electrode pair (Fig. 2). The maximum current achieved

was 181mA, or a current density of 1.18A/m2 basedon cathode

surface area. There were small but significant differences

(15e22% between the two most dissimilar electrode pairs) in

currentproducedbetweenthesetsof electrodes ( p<0.05) from

days 1e18, except for the two adjacent electrode pairs in the

third row from the front of the reactor ( p ¼ 0.052). Differences

in current data between electrode pairs could have resulted

from their locations in the reactor, but no consistent trend

between current and location (for example between front and

back or left and right) was observed. Variations in current

production were more likely due to some differences in

microbial populations among the brushes, slight differences

among the electrodes in average spacing, and contact resis-

tance. Since the inoculation procedure was the same for all

electrode pairs, however, we did not expect microbial

communities to be so variable as to produce substantial

differences in current production among the electrodes.

3.2. COD removal

COD removal increased during the first few days along with

current (Fig. 2). Once peak current was achieved (day 3) COD

removal ranged from0.34 g/L to 0.52 g/L for the remainder of the

experiment, or 31e47% removal of influent COD. COD removal

remained high (0.48 g/L on day 17, and 0.46 g/L on day 18) when

reactor gas production was very low (Fig. 3). Based on current

production, the theoretical volumes of hydrogen that could be

produced were 1.9 L (day 17) and 1.8 L (day 18). If this hydrogen
was completely consumed bymethanogens the corresponding

methanevolumeswouldhavebeen0.48L (day17)and0.45L (day

18). In our study, only 0.24 L and 0.19 L of methane were

produced on days 17 and 18, with negligible hydrogen produc-

tion. Considering the large discrepancy between the theoretical

and experimental gas volumes on these days, it is likely that

much of the current measured through our reactor was due to

electron recycling throughmicrobial hydrogen oxidation on the

anode (see further discussion below).

3.3. Gas production and composition

Results from three specific days of operation (3, 8 and 18) were

analyzed in greater detail to compare changes in performance

over time. Hydrogen production peaked on day 3 at 1.25 L/d,

with 0.12 L/d of methane also being produced (Fig. 3). Methane

production steadily increased over time to 0.28 L/d on day 18,

with hydrogen recovered at <0.001 L/d. Carbon dioxide in the

gas also decreased from 0.14 L/day (day 3) to 0.020 L/d (day 18).

Because the methane completely replaced hydrogen gas, and

became w92% of the gas composition, the experiment was

discontinued on day 18.

3.4. Overall performance and efficiency

On day 3 of the experiment, when hydrogen recovery was the

largest, the efficiency relative to electrical input was 144% and

the volumetric hydrogen production rate was 0.53 m3/

m3/d (Table 1). An efficiency relative to electrical input

(considering only H2 as recovered energy) above 100%

demonstrates that the process is beneficial economically

under the present conditions if high H2 recovery can be

maintained. On day 8, efficiency relative to electrical input

based on hydrogen production decreased to 80%, and the

hydrogen production rate was 0.30 m3/m3/d. By day 18

hydrogen production was negligible and efficiency relative to

electrical input, substrate input, as well as overall efficiency

were all below 1%. Coulombic efficiency was above 100% on

days 3, 8, and 18, suggesting hydrogen recycling, i.e. hydrogen

oxidation by exoelectrogens on the anode. Despite these

changes in gas composition, recovery and energy efficiency,

the current density remained stable at w72 A/m3 throughout

the length of the experiment (Table 1).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2010.06.033
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Table 1 e Coulombic efficiency, volumetric current density, maximum volumetric hydrogen production rate, and energy
efficiencies averaged for the indicated day. Energy efficiencies are determined based only on the energy gained from
hydrogen recovery.

Day CE (%) IV (A/m3) Q (L/L-d) hE (%) hS (%) hEþS (%)

3 147 71 0.53 144 127 68

8 102 71 0.30 80 49 30

18 135 70 1.0 � 104 3.6 � 10�2 3.0 � 10�2 1.6 � 10�2

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 5 ( 2 0 1 0 ) 8 8 4 8e8 8 5 48852
When methane is included in energy recovery, all energy

efficiencies increased (Table 2). On day 8, for example, effi-

ciency relative to electrical input increased from 80%

(hydrogen alone) to 186% (hydrogen and methane). Energy

efficiency relative to both electrical input and substrate was

71%. By day 18, however, all efficiency terms were <100%

indicating thatmethane generation alonewas not sufficient to

maintain energy recovery of a gas larger than the electrical

energy input.

3.5. Comparison of current densities with previous
studies

The electrode architecture used here is most similar to one

used by Selembo et al. [3]. They achieved a current density of

4.6 A/m2 and a volumetric current density of 100 � 4 A/m3

using a flat sheet of stainless steel 304 as the cathode, with an

ammonia treated graphite brush anode, in a 4 cm cube reactor

(0.9 V applied, Table 3) [3]. The specific surface area of the

cathodes in their reactor was 22 m2/m3 based on a projected

surface area of the sheet cathode of 7 cm2, compared to

64 m2/m3 here. The reactor used here produced lower current

densities based on cathode area (1.18 A/m2 versus 4.57 A/m2)

and reactor liquid volume (71 A/m3 versus 100 � 4 A/m3) than

their system despite using similar electrode materials. This

difference in current could be due to a number of factors. First,

we used separators between the electrodes, which may have

inhibited proton diffusion from the anode to the cathode.

Second, the electrode spacing was slightly larger here than in

their study. In our MEC the spacing between the trimmed

straight edge of the anode brush and the nearest cathode was

w1.5 cm, with the shortest distance between the rounded

edge of the anode brush and the nearest cathode w0.5 cm. In

MEC used by Selembo et al. the anode was 1.0 cm from the

edge of the brush anode, and 2.25 cm from its midpoint. The

shorter minimum electrode distance (1.0 cm versus 1.5 cm)

was likely an important factor in achieving higher current

densities.
Table 2 e Energy recovered as hydrogen, methane, or
both hydrogen andmethane, and energy efficiency terms
for performance on the indicated day. Energy efficiencies
were determined based on the energy gained from both
hydrogen and methane.

Day WH2 (kJ) WCH4 (kJ) WH2þCH4 (kJ) hE hS hEþS

3 14.6 4.3 18.9 186 165 87

8 8.0 10.8 18.8 186 115 71

18 3.6 � 10�3 6.7 6.7 67 56 30
Call et al. also used SS 304 stainless steel electrodes,

although they used this in a half-brush configuration [4]. The

cathode surface area was 230 cm2 (based on individual fibers),

producing a specific surface area of 810 m2/m3. Using this

system, they produced 0.0054 A at an applied voltage of 0.6 V

(Table 3). This current is higher than the current achieved by

Selembo et al. (0.0032 A) using a reactor with the same liquid

volume, and also it was achieved at a lower applied voltage

(0.6 V). The electrode spacing in the MEC used by Call et al. [4]

with a half-electrode configuration was only 0.5 cm, and this

reactor producing the highest volumetric current density

(194 � 1 A/m3) among these three studies. The current density

normalized by the total stainless steel brush cathode area,

however, was only 0.24 A/m2 (Table 3). This suggests that the

surface area of the cathode was not fully utilized for current

generation.

If only the projected surface area of the cathodes is consid-

ered, the current densities in all three studies are much more

similar in magnitude (Table 3). On this projected area basis,

the current densities were 8.6 A/m2 for the MEC used by Call

et al., 4.6 A/m2 for Selembo et al., and 5.8 A/m2 here. The fact

that current densities in all three studies are reasonably close

when considering only projected surface area suggests that

current scales more closely based on interface area between

the electrodes rather than total electrode surface area. Much

of the surface area provided by the stainless steel mesh and

stainless steel brush cathodesmay therefore be inactive in the

generation of reactor current. Further investigation is needed

to determine exactly what the limiting factor is for current

generation in the scaling up of MEC systems.

3.6. Methanogenesis

Whilemethane production after three days (0.12 L/d) was only

9.5% as large as hydrogen production on day 3, little hydrogen

gas was recovered at the end of the tests suggesting that

hydrogen gas was produced but it was completely converted

to methane. It has been observed in most MEC studies that

hydrogenotrophic methanogens are responsible for methane

generation [2,6,7,13,15]. However, Clauwaert and Verstraete

[5] found that methane production was not completely

stopped by the applied voltage being turned off in a contin-

uous flow acetate-fed MEC, indicating some lower amount of

activity of acetoclastic methanogens. They also found that

methanogenesis was persistent inMECs even under hydraulic

retention times as low as 5.3 h, indicating the methanogens

could not be washed out of the system [5]. Similarly,

a hydraulic retention time of 1.6 h failed to eliminatemethane

generation, indicating that themethanogens were attached to

electrodes or other surfaces and not suspended in solution [8].

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2010.06.033
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Table 3 e Applied voltage, electrode spacing, maximum current, current density with respect to both actual and projected
surface area, and volumetric current density for this study and two other studies.

Applied
voltage (volts)

Electrode
spacing (cm)

Max.
current (A)

Current density

Actual surface
area (A/m2)

Projected surface
area (A/m2)

Volumetric
(A/m3)

This study 0.9 1.5 0.181 1.18 5.84 74

Selembo et al. 0.9 1 0.0032 4.57 4.57 100 � 4

Call et al. 0.6 0.5 0.0054 0.24 8.64 194 � 1

i n t e r n a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 5 ( 2 0 1 0 ) 8 8 4 8e8 8 5 4 8853
Based on these results, altering the hydraulic retention time

here would have had little effect on methanogenesis.

The high anode surface area of our reactor may have aided

the growth of microbes not involved in current generation

such as methanogens. The anodic specific surface of our

reactor was fairly high (5300 m2/m3) compared to reactors by

Selembo (6900 m2/m3), Lee (2500 m2/m3) and Call (3900m2/m3,

assuming half the brush). It is likely that the anode surface

area is far in excess of that needed to provide current based on

the system internal resistance. Decreasing the anodic specific

surface area may reduce the growth of non-exoelectrogenic

microbes without affecting current generation. This effect of

electrode surface area on methane generation has not been

examined in MECs.

Hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis has been persistent

even in reactors specifically designed to reduce microbial

hydrogen losses. Lee et al. [2] found hydrogenotrophic

methanogens on the anode and cathode of an upflow acetate-

fed MEC with a carbon felt cathode just below the liquid

surface. While this reactor achieved negligible methane

production at a short cycle time (32 h), at a longer cycle time

(w7 days) hydrogen yield dropped to 28e31% of total gas, with

significant methane production [2]. The lack of frequent air

exposure with the longer cycle time likely allowed the

anaerobic methanogens to thrive in Lee et al.’s reactors as

they did in our continuous flow MEC. Their system produced

hydrogen at a rate of 0.57 � 0.02 m3/m3/day (1.0 V applied),

which is very similar to the 0.53 m3/m3/day produced here at

an applied voltage of 0.9 V.

There have been at least 12 different methods reported to

reduce methanogenesis in MECs: placement of cathode at

reactor liquid surface [2], decreased hydraulic retention time

[5,8], decreased solution pH [5,11,15], carbonate limitation [5],

reactor air exposure [11,15], anodeheat treatment [15], increased

applied voltage [3,14], cathode replacement [13], decreased cycle

time [3,13], useofagasphasecathodechamber [21], temperature

decrease [11], andtheadditionof sodiumBromoethanesulfonate

(BES) to themedium[11]. Inorder to seewhichoneof thesemight

be helpful in reducing methane generation here, we conducted

a series of experiments with smaller, single cube reactors (see

Ref. [26] for details). Several of these methods were examined,

but unfortunately, none were successful in reducing methane

generation once it became dominant in an MEC. High applied

voltage (9 V) to a stainless steel 304 cathode as well as a 24 h

reactor exposure of the anodes to air between cycles did not

affect methane production. Long-term BES addition to the MEC

medium inhibited methanogenesis when the chemical was

present, but once it was omitted methanogenesis occurred

within 5 fed-batch cycles. This result is different from that
reported by Chae et al., who found that methane was still

inhibited 10 cycles after BES addition was discontinued [11].

Decreasing the temperature from 30 �C to 20 �C decreased

methane production byw40%, but it also decreased hydrogen

production by w15%. Increasing the applied voltage led to

dramatic increases in hydrogen production, but also slight

increases in methane production [26]. Due to the lack

of success with these methods for eliminating methane

production, we did not further explore their application to

this continuous flow MEC.

3.7. Hydrogen oxidation by exoelectrogens

The complete loss of hydrogen and increase in methane, and

a coulombic efficiency above 100%, indicates that hydrogen

was oxidized on the anode by both exoelectrogens and

methanogens. One reason for hydrogen losses by anode

microorganisms could have been a long residence time of

hydrogen bubbles in the reactor. In glucose fermentation

tests, for example, it is known that stirring increases hydrogen

yields [27,28]. On day 16, we placed a stir bar in the reactor in

order to try to increase hydrogen recovery.We did not observe

any change in hydrogen recovery, but we did observe a small

increase in the current density (Fig. 2). This suggests that

stirring may have actually increased hydrogen oxidation by

exoelectrogens. Alternatively, the increase in current with

stirring could have been due to an increase inmass transfer of

substrate from the bulk solution to the anode surface.

Coulombic efficiencies above 100% have been observed in

several other MEC studies, demonstrating that electron

cycling can be a problem in MECs [8,12,14]. Lee et al. [2] found

evidence of anodic hydrogen oxidation when significant

current was generated after all acetate had been consumed,

and a rapid current increase occurred when hydrogen gas was

supplied to the reactor. Acetogenesis could also result in an

additional loss of hydrogen, although this would decrease

COD removal. Additionally, it has been shown that in the

absence of a specific methanogen inhibitor acetogens are not

detected in MECs when methanogenesis is prevalent [6,7,29].
4. Conclusions

The use of multiple electrodes in a single MEC achieved

hydrogen production mostly closely in proportion to the pro-

jected surface area of the cathodes relative to two other tests

using similar materials. Initially, the reactor produced

a maximum of 1.25 L H2/d for a volumetric hydrogen

production rate of 0.53 m3/m3/d, and an energy efficiency

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2010.06.033
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based on hydrogen gas and electrical energy consumption of

144%. Methanogenic consumption of the hydrogen over time,

however, resulted in the elimination of recoverable hydrogen

gas within 18 days. These results demonstrate the importance

of limiting the growth of methanogens in MECs, either

through some method to control their growth in mixed

cultures or by using pure cultures. Further advancements in

MEC design are necessary to optimize reactor current and

reduce microbial hydrogen losses.
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